John Locke

*Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Book IV*

**Locke’s conception of knowledge**

“Knowledge then seems to me to be nothing but the perception of the connexion and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy of any of our Ideas. In this alone it consists” (IV.1.2).

Kinds of connection between ideas:

A1.

A2.

A3.

A4.

Degrees of knowledge (starting with the most certain):

B1.

B2.

B3.

Five limits of our knowledge:

C1. We have no knowledge where:

C2. We have no knowledge where:

C3. We have no intuitive knowledge where:

C4. We have no demonstrative knowledge where:

C5. We have no sensitive knowledge where:

D1. Why are simple ideas real?

D2. Why are complex ideas real (excepting complex ideas of substances)?
**Descartes vs. Locke, again**

Compare and contrast Descartes and Locke on the following questions:

E1. Are there innate ideas? And what kind of thing would an innate idea be? (Think here of the dialectic about universal consent.)

E2. How do universal ideas—e.g. ideas like UNITY and EXISTENCE that accompany every representation—relate to innate ideas? (Think here of the lecture from Thursday, 19 February.)

E3. What are the characteristic objects of our knowledge? That is, what are the kinds of thing that we know? (Think here of Descartes’ and Locke’s thoughts on our knowledge of substances vs. our knowledge of modes or qualities.)

E4. Through what faculty of mind do we know the characteristic objects of our knowledge?

E5. What is the root of our knowledge—that is, what form of knowledge is most certain? (Think not of particular claims like “I exist” or “God is infinite,” but the way we know these things.) And: how can we extend our knowledge from the most certain forms to less certain forms?

For each of these questions: do you find Descartes or Locke more convincing? Why?
An Essay Concerning Human Understanding - Part 1. PREFACE by the EDITOR. The person chiefly concerned in improving this edition of Mr. Locke's works, having long entertained an high esteem for that author's writings, and being informed that a new edition of them was preparing, became naturally desirous of seeing one more complete than any of the foregoing; and of contributing his assistance towards it (so far as the short time allowed for).

Beside those abovementioned, there is a Common-place Book to the Bible, first published in 1693, and afterwards swelled out with a great deal of matter, ill digested, and all declared to be Mr. Locke's; but whatever hand he might be supposed to have in the original book itself, it is plain he had none in that preface, which is neither sense.

An Essay Concerning Human Understanding is a work by John Locke concerning the foundation of human knowledge and understanding. It first appeared in 1689 (although dated 1690) with the printed title An Essay Concerning Humane Understanding. He describes the mind at birth as a blank slate (tabula rasa, although he did not use those actual words) filled later through experience. The essay was one of the principal sources of empiricism in modern philosophy, and influenced many enlightenment philosophers.
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